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Q\l!;B\lI!;~ ... 

Infor-mai:ion Systems at Paci·fi.c Telephone. 

In this study, the r-esults of a modeling effor-t by t.he MVS 
Capacity Planning Gr-oup in the Infor-mation Syst.ems Or-ganization 
(ISO) of Pacific Telephone will be pr-esented. Specifically, a 
lal'"ge CICS onl.:ine system, and a lar-ge mult.i-CPU IMS system wer-e 
model ed usi ng the CAPTURE/MVS and BEST /1 packages fr'om BGS 
Systems, Inc., of Walt.ham, Massachusetts. 

Cur-r-ently, ther-e ar-e four- data center-s in ISO - t.wo in the 
nor-ther-n r-egion of Cali'for-nia, and two in t.he souther-no ISO r-uns 
many pr-oduction IMS online systems, some of which ar-e Centr-ally 
Developed Systems (CDS's) fr-om Bell Labs or- AT&T. In fact, in the 
nor-ther-n r-egi on ther-e ar-e twel ve IMS systems, si x clf whi ch ar-e 
CDS's. The souther-n r-egion r-uns five pl'"ocluction IMS sy"tems, four
of which ar-e similar- to the nor-t.h's CDS's. In this study, we 
focus on one IMS application, which runs as two systems in each 
r-egion. It is a CDS. The CICS applicat.ion r-uns as a system in 
the nor-th, and in the south, both with similar- tr-ansaction 
volumes. This system was developed at Pacific Telephone, and is 
ther-efor-e not a CDS. 

Capacity Planning. 

The MVS Systems Capacity Planning Gr-oup in ISO was for-med year-s 
ago. But, in ear-Iy 1981, the make-up of t.he gr-oup changed, and it 
has remai.ned somewhat si.milar- up to now. Dur-ing 1981, the gr-oup 
consisted of four- people - a technical manager-, an ex-systems 
pr-ogr-ammer-, an e><-per-for-mance ·analyst, and an ex-statistician. 
For- that year-, most of their- o:oncer-ns wer-e with CPU capacity 
planning. One year- later-, a DASD capacity planner- was added. He 
was an ex-computer- oper·ator-. 

Dur-ing th~ per-iod 1981 thr-u 1982, CPU and DASD capacity planning 
wer-e done using a technique similar- t.o that used in USAGE, fr-om 
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IBM. The technique useej linear- pI'"C)jecti.ons. The gr-eatest str-ides 
were made in the area of the materials which were presented to 
peer groups and upper management. A ~Systems Plan~ was created, 
which showed wor-kload 'Jr-owth in a gr'aphic, r-ather- than tabular-, 
format.. It was very successful M The technical manager was 
promoted, as was the ex-statistician. The ex-systems programmer 
moved on to another' assi gnment as a manager, and the e>:-perfcwm
ance analyst. now leads the MVS Capacit.y Planning Gr-oup. 

Techniques for- capaci.t.y planning which I'"el.ied on queueing theor-y 
were not used during the early years.. During those two years, 
vF.-:ory 1 i ttl e model i ng of the pr-oduc:ti on systems was done, because 
of wher-e the pr-ior-it.ies stood. But., in ear-ly 1983 t.he emphasis 
began to shift, and modeling began to take on a significant r-ole. 
Wit.h r-educed life expectancies for' the new lar'ge systems har-dwar-e, 
it became incl'"easingly impor-tant t.o impr-ove the accur-acy of the 
thr'ee"-year appl:i c:at.i ons hardwar'e fore<:asts. Anal yti r.: model i n~;}, 
it was t.hought, would fit the Fole. Indeed it has, and the r-esults 
of two st.udi es are presented her"e. 

Capacity Planning vs. Per-for-mance Management. 

The ISO MVS capac:i ty pI anner-s ar-e not per-for-mance anal ysts. Some 
e><peo'-i.ence wi th per-for-mance anal ysi.s to!)l s has been gr-eat I y 
beneficial, but the or-ganizati!)nal r-epor-ting hier-ar-chy has t.he 
pI anner-s and per-'for-mance per-sons repor-ti ng under- di. ffer-ent 1 i ",_S. 

In addition, the planner's do not do perfor-mance analysis, and 
whatever- ideas they have for- impr-ovements have never- car-ried much 
clout.. The planner-s ar-e most concer-ned with making accur-ate six 
month to thr-ee year- har-tiwar-e for-ecasts. The ISO per-for-mance 
anal ysts are "(:oncer-ned about a much shorter ti me frame. 

l;;1!;;§_tlQ!2!;blb!§!.. 

The CICS application is seven year-s old, and is a locally 
developed system wit.h over- a hundr-ed differ-ent task types. It is 
a ver-y lar-ge application, with over- 2000 ter-minals online in each 
o"egion dur-ing pr-oduction hour-so The application r-uns on IBM 
3081-1( models in both I'"egions. The nor-ther-n system was modeled 
dewing Apr'il 1983, at which time it r-an on a 16 Meg, 16 channel 
system. Seventy-thr-ee 3350 DASD wer-e accessed dur-ing the modeling 
per-icod. Two tape dr-ives wer-e online for- logging pur·poses. 
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Inherent in any analytic modeling exercise are a number of risks 
and assumptions. It is most important that the analyst understand 
both items, especially when doing modifications or sensitivity 
analyses for projection to futur'e scenarios for t.he application Dr 
its environment. The possible risks associated with analytic 
modeling used for extrapolation into the future are numerous. And, 
many involve unexpected changes in the application or its environ
ment~ Here, are the specific assumptions and risks involved with 
modeling this eIeS application. 

B.§§lJIDQ:SiQ!J§ ... 

A. 1. The CICS tasks (or transactions) can be 
clust.ered into differ'ent t.ypes. There are over' 
100 different task types for this application. 
Early in t.he analysis;, several variables (t.ask 
averagE.1 CPU time, wait time, I/O time for 
var'i OL(S servers, number of, termi nal re5~ponse5, 

and others) were thought to be needed to break 
t,he eICS tasks i nt,o many cl usters. SAS cl uster' 
analysis was used. The results were incon
clusive, because no consist.ent set (Jf clusters 
wc:ts to be found over different measurement 
int.er·vals. Instead, only two c:lust.er"s were 
used, and they wer~e ba.~-;ed on wait time, not 
r'esource usage .. 

Cluster~l included those tasks which had wait 
ti mes 1 eS$ than one second.. Cl uster~-2 i ncllJded 
all other tasks. The CICS application has 
interfaces to other' appl i cati ons, and many of 
th,. associated inter'face tasks have average 
wait times greater than a second. All online 
t.c..\sks have very shor~t wait times.. By c('''.)unt, 
93% of all tasks were Cluster-l types. 

A. 2. The dispatching priority option in BESTII was 
used, and it was assumed that. Cluster-1 tasks 
have higher priority than Cluster-2 types. 
Priority modeling operates on a preemptive 
resume priority discipline. 

A. 3. CICS ran on a 3081-D dyadic processor. It. is 
assumed that a tb,~Q<:~!:j_£§l~_ Li",!l!!.t of one-half 
-the system='s processing time is available for~ 

CICS use" because of CICS's single address space 
natur'e. In the model, two CPU server-s were 
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used - a server which accomodated CICS, and one 
whi ch served ot.her' workloaljs. Thi sis t.he one 
heroic assumption in modeling CICS. 

A. 4. Memory was not. a problem on the eICS 3081--0 
system. CICS runs in a fixed six megabyte 
region. There is 'no' paging. eIeS is the 
single workload (of any importance) which runs 
on the system. 

A. 5. In the eIeS model, only basic modeling was 
done. No 1/0 subsystem modeling was 
attempted. In BEST/l terminology, this 
ass.umption means that every workload 
transaction accesses each of the workload 
group's servers. The resulting model was 
satisfactory for CPU capacity planning, though 
inadequate for any performance analysis 
r-equi ring 110 subsystem detai I. 

Now, t.he risks involved wit.h modeling this eICS syst.em. 

8.t§~~!.. 

R. I. Only a single busy hour of a single day was 
modeled. However, this was primarily because 
of CICS data set movement over several days. 
We just. couldn't do any service t.ime averaging 
for- the OASD, because we didn't know where the 
s;ervers were from one day to the next. So, 
considerable time was spent looking at SAS 
sysouts, to find a good modeling period. It is 
felt that. we chose a typical measurement 
interval. 

R. 2. Five workloads were modeled: CICS Cluster-l, 
CICS Cluster-2, Test Batch, TSO, and Overhead 
(or Other). ISO uses very little TSO, and 

ROSCOE is used as the card-image editor. There 
was a minor problem with the IPS, as ROSCOE's 
performance group was the same as that for the 
Overhead workload. ROSCOE should have a 
separate PG sometime soon, and then we can 
treat it as a separate workload. 

R. 3. RMF and PAIl measurement intervals were out of 
sync by eight minut.es, or 13%. Get your 
measurement int.ervals started on the hour or 
half-hour! 
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R. 4. There was high CPU unaccounted time, which is time 
that is unassociated with any workload. BGS 
Systems tech support says that they have seen 
up to 20% CPU unaccounted time figures for 3081 
series mainframes at some installations. Here, 
we had a 10% figure. How this time was 
distributed among the five workloads made 
accurate model validation of CPU utilization 
possible. 

R. 5. There is a definite non-homogeneity to the CICS 
task types. But, in this analysis, it was 
assumed that homogeneity existed, and all tasks 
needed all servers. Clearly, this is not the 
case, as Cluster-l tasks use different serve,-s 
than Cluster-2 tasks. We couldn't separate 
them, though, so homogeneity is assumed. 

The time involved to model the CICS system can be broken into 
seven phases. Although the time associated with each phase will 
not be the same for every modeling effort, the phases involved 
will be similar. 

E'h.€l§Jg§ ... 

P. 1. 

P. 2. 

P. 3. 

P. 4. 

Choosing an appli.cation or system to model. 
This is easy. Getting approval may not be. 
For the CICS application the time involved here 
was inSignificant. 

Establishing application or systems programming 
contacts and learnini;j about their data sources. 
Time involved: three days. 

Gather preliminary data. One must choose an 
appropriate interval to model. Reading through 
many SAS sysouts was done during this phase. 
Time involved, five days. 

Run the data extractor ICAPTURE/MVS). Run the 
Analyzer against the extracted data. Gather 
any other' data for the model i ng i ntf.rval. Pour 
over the sysouts to be certain of the validity 
of the chosen interval. Note that there was 
only one interva.l chosen in this study, so no 
averaging over many intervals was done. That 
would have lengthened considerably this phase's 
time. Time involved, two days. 
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P. 5. 

P. 6. 

P. 7. 

Run the BEST/I model. Validate the model. 
This may involve combining workloads, 
distributing CPU unaccounted time, eliminating 
servers, 'etc. Time involved, three days. 

Run the sensitivity analyses. Vary task rates, 
alter the CPU processing speed, add or elimnate 
workloads. Analyze the results. Time 
involved, four days. 

Present the results. This will involve either 
making a viewgraph presentation or writing a 
report. The time involved here is variable, 
anywhere from a couple of days to several 
weeks. Here, we made a viewgraph presentation. 
Time involved, five days. 

It is worthwhile to note that the time phases are sequential, and 
except for Phase 7, the number of people involved in each phase 
has little effect on the expected total time to complete the 
phases. For this effort the total time involved was about twenty
two days, or one working month. It is interesting to note that, 
discounting the effort involved in presenting the results, running 
the sensitivity analyses involved less than one-quarter of the 
time. Building the initial model, and validating it is where the 
significant amounts of time were spent. 

Capacity planners involved in modeling need significant help from 
friendly coo-workers within the company, from vendors, and from 
contacts in the industry. In the CICS effort we got considerable 
help from the CICS application's planning and programming support 
group. Mostly this involved learning about the makeup of the 
application tasks, and getting SAS source code to examine the 
tasks. 

CICS Model Validation. 

The CICS model was validated in three areas. First, the CIeS 
applicat.ion CPU ut.ilizat.ion was validat.ed. Second, the average 
internal response time for the average of the Cluster-l and 
Clust,er'-2 tasks was validated. Last, t.he maximum task t.hroughput. 
rat.e was validated. Table 1 shows model validation results. 
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TABLE 1. 

CICS Model Validation 

Validation Variable Data Source 

CICS CPU Utilization QCM 
Model 

System CPU Utilization QCM 
Model 

Average Internal 
Response Time 

Estimated Maximum 
Task Rate 

PAl I 
Model 

CICS Group 
Model 

Figure 

33.57. 
35.17. 

45.57. 
45.37. 

0.26 sec 
0.26 sec 

90K/hour 
89K/hour 

Difference 

4.87. 

-0.41. 

0.0 

-1. 11. 

As can be seen from the table, system CPU utilization for the 
system on which the CICS application was running is in good 
agreement with the total obtained from the software monitor QCM, 
from Dusquene Systems, Inc. The total unaccounted CPU time was 
about 107., and this is an important figure when validatiing CPU 
utilization for the application of interest. In this case, we 
attributed 407. of the unaccounted time to CICS, and the remainder 
to an Overhead workload. Generally, validatiL';' to within ten 
percent of the uti 1 izati on f igur"e is consider"ed acceptabl e. 

Table 1 also shows that the average internal response time (R.T.) 
for all CICS tasks is in exact agreement with Per"formance Analyzer 
II (PAIl) data collected by the CICS applications group. Note 
that these figures are not 50th percentile R.T. figures, but 
rather averages of the estimated .'esponse times for all tasks. 
Rule of thumb says that the 95th percentile figures are going to 
be approximately three times as long as the average R.T. figures. 
A 95th percentile of one second requires an average R.T. of about 
0.33 sec. Generally, Service Level Agreements list 90th or' 95th 
percentil es for R. T. Here, we WOLII d e>:pect 957. of all tasks to 
have internal response times less than one second. Also, this 
CICS application was sitting on the knee of the response time 
sensitivit.y analysiS (RTSA) curve. When this is the case, model 
validation becomes difficult, so these exact response time 
validation .'esults are all the mor'e impressive. 

Finally, an atypical validation parameter was used as the final 
check in t.he validation process. Long ago, an estimate of the 
maximum task rate for the CICS application was made by those close 
to the appl i cati on. They est.i mat.ed 90,000 tasks per hour, on 3081-'D 
hardware as the maximum throughput rate. Here, the model shows 
89,000 as the absolute maximum. 
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After validation, the task throughput rate was increased, such 
that the first bottleneck could be found. Assuming that the lID 
subsystem could be tuned (dataset and pack movement), the first 
bottleneck which was found was the CPU. In typical modeling analysis 
fashion, the CPU 'SPEED' parameter was increased. The 3081-D was 
upgraded to a 3081-K, by using a SPEED of 1.4 - our performance 
factor estimate for a 3081-K is c1.4 times a 3081-G. AssLIming that 
the one dataset which resides on a 3350 with 357. utilization was 
not a problem, the sensitivity analysis could proceed from there. 
Other bottlenecks were t.hen found. The CICS model assumed t.hat 
all DASD packs were hit by all tasks. In t.ruth, this is simply not 
th~ case. The task mix is important. But, finding individual 
task ser-vice require.ments from all servers is an overbearing 
occupation. Capacity planners want improved forecasts, foremost. 

An analysis was done changing the hardware to a large uniprocessor, 
and those results are presented in the next section. But, for 
now, let is be stated that this CICS application wants to run on a 
large uni, as is well-known by us and 'the vendor commLInity. 

CICS Model~ng Results. 

The results of the CICS modeling e>:perience af"e summaf"ized in the 
four graphs which fClllow. FigLIre LA shows CPU Utilization 
Sensitivity Analysis (CUSA). Figure I.B has the Response Time 
Sensitivity Analysis (RTSA). Figure I.C shows the lID Bott.leneck 
Sensitivity Analysis (IOBSA). And, Figure 1.D shows 'Utilseconds' 
Sensitivity Analysis (USSA) curves for' a situat.ion where CPU 
hardware is upgraded, as a modification analysis. Utilseconds is 
a term we coined, and refers to the way we use the ordinate axis 
twice. 

CUSA (Fig. LA) can be used to estimate CPU utilization for fLIture 
workliJads, assuming similar configurations to that of the modeling 
period. In the figure, percent utilization is plotted against 
hourly t.ask volume for two different CPU models. A CICS CPU 
threshold line is shown for the case where only one-half of the 
dyadic hardware is 'used' by CICS. Finally, a reference line is 
placed at the peak load as it existed at the time of modeling: 
70,000 tasks per hour. As can be seen from the graph, 3081-D 
utilizaticm at peak load is about ~:8 pef"Cent. Moving over to the 
3081-K curve, ,at an equivalent percentage, t.he model shows a task 
volume of about 100,000 per hour. Thi,. is a 407. improvement in 
throughput, and follows directly from our estimates of t.he 3081-K 
performance factor" bein,) 1.4 times a 3081-D. 
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RTSA (Fig. I.B) is used to review response time estimates f.m- future 
wor'kloads. Average response time is plotted against hourly task 
volume for the tWel different CPU models. The current peak load 
yields a.n averl3.(:;)s response time of 0.3 sec, for a 3081"-D. This is 
slightly higher than the validation figure, 0.26, because the val
idation ,task volume was 62,000 tasks per hour. Note that a similar 
response time on the 3081--1< projects out to about 108,000 tasks 
per hour. This is 541. improvement over U,e 3081--D. Remember that 
the envirelnment as it was modeled sat directly on the knee of the 
~esponse time cLu"'ve, an unenviable position. There were some ques
tions as to whether the curve was accurate. So, data for five other 
days has been pl aced Dn the 30Bl-'D c:"trve, wher'e t.he t.ask rates 
di ffered frelm the 70,000 f igur-e. These data fall on the RTSA curve, 
and because of t.his :i.t is believed t.hat t.he modeled environment is 
one where the daily peak load falls on the knee of the curve. 

IOBSA (Fig. I.C) shows percent DASD pack utilization against. the 
hour-l y task volume. The two curves are for the meldel i ng per i oel' s 
two high use packs, bClth of which we,-e IBM 3350's. Note that when 
the task volume increases to the 100,000 per hour figure estimated 
by the CUSA and RTSA curves fClr the 3081-1<, the first 110 
bottleneck pack apprDaches 501. utilization. This may be a 
situation in which furt.her analysis of the I/O subsystem is 
requi,·ed. The modeling assumption which required a stable, 
well-tuned environment may be invalid in t.his high use situation. 
Possibly, dataset placement or redesign considerations should be 
looked at when a situation such as this takes place. At present, 
the CICS application support group is looking intCl a redesign of 
the 110 subsystem, to lower t.he usage of the high use pack(s). 
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Finally, USSA (Fig 1.0) places the CPU utilization and the 
response time curves on a single graph. In this scenario, a CPU 
modification to 2.5 times the 3081-0 is made. And, because CICS 
is best suited for uniprocessors, a uni is assumed, so that the 
effective upgrade is 5.0 times one-half of the 3081-0. 
'Utilseconds' is a new unit of measure, and it is plotted against 
the hourly task volume. Utilseconds is actually two variables 
rolled into one - 1) for the CPU utilization curve utilseconds 
represents utilization, and 2) for the response time curve 
utilseconds represents time in seconds. Utilseconds can be used 
whenever the response time is less than one second. From Fig 1.0, 
it can be seen that the knee of the R.T. curve is beyond 160,000 
tasks per hour. And, R.T. up to that point is less than 0.15 
sec/task. Unfortunatel y, our assumpti on abol.t a well-t.uned 
environment will be invalid long before that point, and a 
different 110 configurat.ion or design will have t.o be used. 
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The 1MS system is abclLlt one year old, is a CDS, and currently 
has less than ten different transactions types. The 1MS system is 
involved in the mechanization of part of the business, and there 
is consider'able corporate conversion of offices to the online 
system. Currently, ther'e are about 1100 VDT's il1 the onlil1e 
net.work. Over t.ime, the IMS system will add many features, and 
will triple the number of users. For e>:ample, the system which 
was modeled lets users do inquiries only on the data base, whereas 
later releases will have ... pdate capabilitie,;. The IMS system ran 
on a 24 Meg, 24 channel 3081-K, during May 1983. Dual logging was 
done to tape, and 103 3350 DASD volumes were accessed during the 
modeling period. 

Here are the assumptions and risks which are associated with the 
modeling effort for the IMS system. 

B!!!!!dID.I2.t.i.Q!l!! 

A. 1. The environment in which IMS ran was a 
well-tuned and stabl e environment. In fact, 
dur'il1g the per'iod from which modeling data was 
gathered, t.he environment was stable. 

A. 2. All transactions can be processed in all MPR's 
(Message ProceSSing Region!s). Actually, if the 
number of MPR's is N, then about 90% of the 
tr'ansactions are processed in N-1 r'egions. 
These are 'Wait for Input' transactions. The 
other 10% of the transactions are normal IMS 
transactions, and ar'e processed in the other 
MPR. The IMS system runs in conversational mode. 

A. 3. Once again, we did basic modeling - no 110 
subsystem modeling was done. 

And, the followil1g are the risks involved with modeling this IMS 
system. 

Bi.§Ui;" 

R. 1. 

R. 2. 

Once again, we modeled a single busy period of 
a single day. 

The DC Monitor interval, used to find 
transaction types and volume, and the RMF/SMF 
e>:tracted interval were different. The RMF/SMF 
interval was 30 minutes long, and the DC 
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Monitor interval started 10 minutes into the 
RMF/SMF interval, and lasted for only 10 
minutes. 

R. 3. There were neither BMP's nor IMS batch running 
during the 30 minute extraction interval. This 
is considered ~nC)rmal:O operation during the 
online day. But, the worst response time 
occurs when the batch is running. 

R. 4. The IMS c:ontr·ol region and MPR's have cliffeY"f~nt 
performance gl'""CJups.. But, when the model was 
bui 1 t, they were grl)uped together into one IMS 
wor·kload. They cannot be effectively modeled 
separately. This is a risk of no consequence. 

R. 5. The CUTDEVICES ·faci 1 ity of the CAPTURE/MVS 
extractor" was used. There were over one 
hundr-ed 3350 DASD volumes accessed by the 
system of interest. Fifty of them had device 
utilizations less than one percent. They wer-e 
ignored with the CLlTDEVICES command. A Delay 
server was added to compensate. 

R. 6. Onl:e again, high CPU unaccounted time was found 
on this 3081-K. And, once again, the Overhead 
workload got the bulk of that time. 

R. 7. No log tape data appeared out of the Extractor 
run, and there was dual logging being done. 
This was because IMS bypasses the EXCP dr-iver. 
The service t.ime was estimated and the tape 
servers were put into the model. 

R. 8. Four workloads were modeled: I) IMS, 2) Test 
Batch, 3) TSO, and 4) Overhead. The TSO 
transaction rate waS 440 trx/hour. It's CPU 
utilization was less than one percent. 

The phases of time involvement are explained more fully in the 
CICS M"deling section of t.his report.. The summary fl)r the IMS 
effort follows. 

Etli!a€a 

P. 1. Cho"se an application. Time involved: 
insignificant. 

P. 2. Establish contacts. Time involved: one day. 
The IMS systems programming contact.s had been 
made previous to this effort. 

P. 3. Gather preliminary data. Time involved: five 
days. 
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P. 4. Run the data extractor. 
day. 

Time involved: one 

P. 5. 

P. 6. 

P. 7. 

Run the Best/l model and validate. 
involved: three days. 

Time 

Run the sensitivity analyses. Time involved: 
eight days. This application has a Service 
Level Agreement. We ran quite a few cases of 
modification analysis. 

Present the results. That includes this 
report. The IMS section of this report took 
about ten working days to complete. Generally, 
written reports include all of the material 
used for viewgraph presentations, and more. 

The time involved totals twenty-eight working days, so the project 
took about_ six weeks to complete. There was considerable contact 
with t.he IMS Systems Programming Group throughout the study. This 
was necessary because of our limited experience with IMS. Since 
the IMS application is a new CDS, the company's inSight into the 
code and application may not be equal to that of the locally 
developed CICS application. Consequently, we relied on the IMS 
Systems Gr·oup. 

l~§_~gg§l_~§lig§~igD~ 

The validation of the IMS model was slightly different than that 
for the CICS model. In CICS, one hour's ext.ractor data was 
validated against one hour's QCM data, one hour's PAIl data, one 
hour of RMF/SMF data, and an estimate of maximum task throughput 
rate. For the IMS model there was one-half hour of extractor 
data. And, it was validated against one-half hour of QCM and RMF 
data, and 10 minutes of DC Monitor data. That is a three to one 
ratio of RMF to DC Monitor intervals. Also, there was no pr·ior 
estimate of the maximum IMS transaction rate. 

IMS validation was done on CPU utilization, verifying.against RMF 
and QCM data. Second a validation was done against average 
transal:tion residency time, comparing the model figure and the DC 
Monitor figclre. BEST/I computes average transaction residency 
time. The DC Monitor figure to compare against is the sum of the 
mean scheduling and termination time, the mean schedule to first 
DL/ I call, and t.he average mean internal el apsed ti me per 
transaction. The BEST/I figure was 0.34 sec. The DC Monitor showed 
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0.38 sec. The difference is -10.5%. Considering the three-to-one 
interval ratio, the R.T. difference is acceptable. The BEST!1 
model. figLlre for CPU Llti.lization for- the IMS application was 28%. 
The OCM figLlre was 28%. The difference is zero becaLlse of the way 
we distributed the CPU unaccounted time. Table 2 summarizes the 
validation. 

TABLE 2. 

IMS Model Validation 

Validation Variable 

I MS CPU Uti liz at i on 

Syst.em CPU Ut. iii z at i em 

Average Transaction 
Residency Time 

Data Source 

OCM 
Model 

OCM 
Model 

DC Monitor 
Model 

FigLlre 

28% 
28% 

40% 
40% 

0.38 sec 
0.34 sec 

Difference 

o. 

o. 

-,10 .. 51.. 

After validation, the transaction throughput rate was increased, 
so that the first bottleneck could be found, just as was done in 
the eleS modeling exercise. Once again, assuming that proper 
tuning on the lID subsystem could be done, we could estimate the 
first system bottleneck. In this case~ it was memory. So, in the 
sensitivity analyses which follow, memory will be varied by 
increasing the MPL (mLllti-programming level) of the IMS 
application. 

Validating t.he IMS model proved to be an int.erest.ing task. There 
were many iterations on the Analyzer, and each iteration produced 
a more accurate model. The first change made to the basic model 
was to Llse the CUTDE'JICES command in t.he Anal yzer st.ep. Of t.he 
103 DASD devi cas, 50 had uti 1 i z at ions of I ess than one per'cent .. 
CUTDEVICES was Llsed t.o eliminat.e those devices. The t.ot.al service 
time for the 50 devices was grouped into a DELAY server.. This 
somewhat compensates for the removal of the devices~ The DELAY 
server had the second highest utilization, 29% less than the high 
use pack. This produced a more accurate model than the basic 
model. 

Next~ it was discovered that the mag tape devices were not being 
picked Llp by the EXTRACTOR, so t.hey were not fOLlnd by t.he 
ANALYZER, and subsequently not found in the basic model" Dual 
logging was done, so two mag tape devices were put into the model 
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as servers. Those devices were validated on utilization figures 
compared against RMF figLlres. 

Finally, CPU LlnaccoLlnted time was 11%. Half of this time was 
distribLlted to the Overhead workload, and the workload CPU 
Lltilizations were validated against OCM Lltilization figLlres. This 
concluded the validation phase~ and, the sensitivity analyses 
COllI d then be per-f o"med. 

IMS Modeling ResLllts. 

The IMS modeling resLllts are sLlmmarized in the seven graphs which 
follow. As in the CICS modeling resLllts, there is a CUSA graph 
(Fig. ILA). There are two RTSA graphs (Figs. ILI< and II-C). 
Fig II.B is a 95% RTSA, and Fig II.C is a 90% RTSA. Unlike the 
CICS application, the IMS application has a SLA. There are two 
service level objectives for response time. The first is that in 
the normal environment~ 95% of all transactions will have an 
int.ernal ,'esponse t.ime of one second or less (Fig. 11.B). The 
second states that in degraded mode, where -there is considerable 
contention for resour'ces because of an oLltage~ 90% of all 
tran'!:~act i cm's wi 11 have 1. ntE1rnal response times of tht-ee seconds 
or less (Fig. II.C). RTSA graphs for t.he t.wo SLA conditions wit.h 
two different processor configurations are shown in Fig. Il.D and 
Fig. II"E. Each 'figur'e has a curve for response time estimates 
for a 3081-K and another for a 3084 est.imate. 

The 10BSA graph for the IMS model is shown in Fig. II.F. There 
was only one DASD pack which showed significant utilization, so 
only one CLlrve is on the 10BSA graph. The high Llse DASD pack is 
the spill area for the long message queue for 1MS. 

The memory sensitivity analysis (MSA) graph is shown in Fig. II.G. 
This is a tri-variable graph, showing probability of overcommitment 
of memory, the normalized memory queue, and the percent of 
response time spent resident in the memory queue, all plotted 
against hourly transaction volume. Two different multi-programming 
levels - four and ten - are shown .. 

CUSA (Fig. II.A) shows t.hat t.he CFV is not a problem. IMS rLlns 
well on a dyadic processor. The transaction rate can be doubled 
from the current 30,000 per hour~ and still be less than 60% 
utilization. A quad-complex, with the 3084, estimates 45% 
utiization at 90,000 transactions per hour. But, other servers 
will become bottlenecks long before the CPU. 
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The 9~51. RTSA (Fig. I1.B) shows an interesting. fact. The IMS 
system, as configured, sits right above the SLA response time 
threshold. The modeling per"iod MPL was set at four. At this MPL 
(or max-MPL), the system is sitting on the knee of the response 
time curve. If the MPL was increased to ten, the horizontal part 
of the curve 1. slightly greater than one second, and the knee of 
the curve was at about 60,000 transactions per hour. But, eSA 
limitations ar·e imposed, and a MPL of ten cann9t be reached. A 
MPL of something slightly greater than four seems feaSible, 
however. Note that a MPL of greater than 10 shows little payoff. 

Since the data extracted for the modeling period was during a 
normial operiating condition, the 901. RTSA (Fig. I1.C) is not a tr·ue 
picture of the response time curves for" the degraded mode. But, 
it does give ia picture of how much 'response time sliack' there is 
in the system" 
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For a 3084 CPU estimate, Fig. I1.D shows that the horizontal part 
of the response time curve is only slightly lowered, to about one 
second. This shows that a majority of the response time consists 
of either queueing time, and/or data base access time. In fact, 
before it hits the knee of the curve, the response time for this 
IMS application is mostly diata base access and wait time. Fig. 
II.E shows the 901. RTSA "slack' one can expect for the degraded 
mode. 
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lOBSA (Fig. II.F) shows that the high use pack utilization at a 
doubling of the current peak load to 60,000 transactions per hour 
is less than 457.. 
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Finally, Fig. 11.6 shows the memory sensitivity analysis curve 
(MBA). MBA shows, for the 1MB workload, three different variables 
graphed for" two different MPL's, against hourly transaction 
volume. We see that all three variables represent the same 
characeristic - memory utilization. For both MPL's, fOLtr and ten, 
the following ar"e gr-aphed, 1) probability of overcommitment of 
memory, 2) the normalized memory queue, and 3) the residency time 
percentage spent in the input memory queue. The probability of 
overcommi tment of memory is the appr"ox i mate probabi 1 i ty that. t.here 
is at least one tr-ansaction on the input memory queue. The 
normalized memor"y queue figur"e is the average number of 
transactions on the memory queue divided by the number of MPL's. 
The residency t.ime percent.age spent. in the memory queue plus the 
'in and pr"ocessing or doing IWAITs' percentage equals 1001. of the 
residerH:y time. Note that all three lines for both MPL=4 and 
MPL=10 lie in the same separate bands. Note that the current 
(MPL=4) peak l()ad of 30,000 transaction per hour shows a memory 
figure of 0.3 (Fig. 11.6). Projection to the MPL=10 band shows a 
throughput of 65,000 t.ransactions per hour. 
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Using the CPU utilization, response time analysis~ pack 
utilizat.ion, and memory analysis graphs, we can make p:r-ojectic)Ms 
about the resour-ces needed to prRocess vari.oLts tr-ansaction YCJlumes. 
This 1MB application, ias modeled, can safely process l:lver 50,000 
tr-ansactions per hour, an inc ..... e;, .. -\se of 2/3 over ttle cur-r~ent peak 
load, if the maximum MPL can be inc ..... eased above four~ 

§llt::!1.1!\RY. 

As has been shown, a modeling exercise of a large CICS or 1MB 
application can be valuable experience for the large system 
capacity plannern Deep insight into the application is a natural 
byproduct of the modeling experience. In addition, the analyst. 
is given the s~·::\tisfaction of knowinq what a ..... e the important 
parameters and variables used t.o describe the large system. From 
futur~e wo ..... koad projectic:ms, est.imates of key r"eSOUl"'ce consumption 
can be made. 
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Foremost in the analyst's repertoire is the understanding of the 
assumptions and risks associated with modeling the application and 
environment of interest. For all modeling efforts, the most 
i mpor·tant assumpti on the anal yst makes is that the envi ronment in 
which the application ran was well-tuned and stable during the 
dat.a ext.ract.i on measur'ement i nt.erval. Ne><t, wi th 1 arge systems 
the analyst may need to assume that all transactions require the 
same resources, and the same service requirements from all servers. 
To do otherwise would impose heavy const,-aints on the analyst's 
time. In fact, with dynamic systems it may be impossible to break 
out the service requirements of each individual transaction. A 
major risk is that t.he transaction mix will change significantly. 
In that case, the service requirements will undoubtedly change, 
and a different model will need to be formed. As we have seen, 
the,-e are many assumptions and risks associated with any modeling 
effort, and it is imperative that the analyst understand them. 

In the CICS experience outlined in this study, there we,-e a number 
IJf points made. First, for a large system, with interfaces t.o other 
syst.ems, it may help the analyst to break out different clusters 
of task types, such that tasks can be scheduled on a priority basis. 
We found that the spl it between shlJrt and 1 cmg wai t time tasks was 
valuable in this modeling exercise. The short wait time tasks had 
a higher p,-ior-ity than the long IJnes. Next, the dyadic processor 
was spli t i nt.I' t.wo servers, one which ran CICS, and one whi ch ran 
all ot.her t.asks. This allows the analyst t.o model an environment 
where total CPU utilizat.ion on the dyadic will be greater than 50%. 

In the IMS la'-ge sy.stem study, we also found that a knowledge of 
the t.r;ansact.i.rJn types was valuable. The Wait for Input 
transactions dominate this application. We saw that the DC 
Monitor and the RMF monitor were not in sync, so the valida.tion of 
the model was difficult. Later, we found that the log tape 
analysis utility can be of some use to t.he analyst, alt.hough we 
did not use it. In summary, the analyst must know which tools to 
u.se at varioLls stages of the modeling process. 

For large systems, it appears that t.he CUTDEVICES command of 
CAPTURE/MVS can be used to eliminate low utilization servers from 
the model. Generally, it is recommended t.hat. t.he analyst use any 
tool which simplifies the modeling requirements, wit.hout destroying 
the integrit.y of the model. CUTDEVICES is one such tool. 

For capacity planners, the modeling experience provides an excellent 
e>:posure to the application variables which affect. system perform
ance. The analyst will find t.hat he or she gains a broad know
ledge of the application as it will perform under various workload 
and hardware scenarios. This is cert.ainly a valuable understand
ing, and the analyst will benefit from it. when projecting the 
resource reqcli r'ements of the appl i cati on. When maId ng such 
projections, the analyst will also have a list of assumptions and 
limit.s which are applied against any sensitivity analyses. Armed 
with such a list, the analyst is ready to present the results of 
the study to management. 
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We have found that the best form of presentation for management is 
graphic in nature. Generally, graphs present considerable 
information in a concise manner. Tabular reports have been 
aggresively avoided. We believe this approach offers superior 
final products, with higher degrees of acceptability to 
management. The basic graph to management presents some dependent 
variable, such as utilization or response time, graphed against 
transaction rate. With many dependent variables to be graphed, 
management will find some continuity in being able to find the 
faithful transaction rate on the independent axis. Find what 
suits your immediate management, and use it to your advantage. 
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Abstract: The Research Queueing Package (RESQ) is a tool for constructing 
and solving models of contention systems. A contention system is a col
lection of interconnected resources and jobs which demand service from 
these resources. Examples of contention systems are computer systems, 
communication networks, manufacturing systems, office systems and dis
tributed systems. We first illustrate the basic facilities available in 
RESQ for representing such systems and provide a simple example in order 
to illustrate their use. 

Next we describe how RESQ has been used as an analysis tool to assist 
in the development of the disk cache portion of the IBM 4967 disk control 
unit for the IBM Series/1 computer system. The discussion here has wider 
application because the same design problems considered for the 4967 will 
also occur in one form or another in disk controllers connected to systems 
ranging in size from the Personal Computer to the top of the line MVS and 
VM systems. Also, programming design has a need similar to hardware 
design as to modeling and understanding sequence relationships and over
lap in a complex system with many process steps. Based on such modeling 
experience, it is the authors' opinion that the RESQ approach involving a 
network of queues and the facility of passive queues is very well suited 
for investigation of many design issues associated with development of 
hardware 8.S well as both operating systems and applications programming. 
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